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l1R. NESSEN: You have all your fact sheets, and we 
are going to have an explanation in detail and questions and 
answers with Bill Seidman, who is Assistant to the President 
for Economic Affairs and the Executive Director of the' Economic 
P61icyBoard, and Frank Zarb,who is the Administrator of 
the Federal Energy Administration and the Executive Director , 
of the Energy Resources Council. 

In addition, we have Eric Zausner, who is the 
Deputy to'Frank'Zarb. We have Fred Hickman, an Assistant 
Secretary of the Treasury, and Mike Duvall from the 
Domestic Courici1 and Roger Porter, who is one of Bill Seidman's 
assistants. 

Just to go over what you should have in your hand, 
you should have a fact sheet which contains information on 
both the energy and the economic program. You should have a 
set of questions and answers relating to energy. You should 
have a set of charfsre1atingto energy, and you should have 
the President's State of the Union Message. 

If there was some slight delay this'morning in 
getting all this stuff out, it is because our mimeograph 
machines and staplers and collators were pressed to their 
maximum 1imit~ . 

The message you have will be delivered to Congress 
as a written message, and from that written message, the 
President will draw excerpts for his speech. At this moment, 
I c'an't gIve yoti precisely how much of that message will be 
given in the speech. In fact, we may not have an advance 
text, so we will give you an as del.ivered tx'ansCl,·i.pt as fast 
as possible. 
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I guess that is enough introduction. 

Q Ron, one question. Why isn't the President's 
chief economic spokesman briefing? 

MR. NESSEN: SeQ~etary Simon is involved in the 

meeting, which you know about, in Washington, of the 

International Monetary Fund, the Finance Ministers of the 

10 countries. He is involved in that. 


Q They are not going to be meeting this morning, 
though, are they? 

MR. NESSEN: He has been having some informal 

meetings at various .timesw!th them.·. 


Also, Alan Greenspan will be here as soon as he 

shaves, showers and gets down. here. He·overslept a little 

this morning. (Laughter.) 


I think we will start with energy and Frank Zarb. 

MR. ZARB: Good morning. 

I think it would be most useful if we spend a 
m1n~um of time on the gospel according to the press packet, 
since you have all that material to read, and a maximum of 
time answering your questions, so I will move quickly with 
an overview and if you agree and Ron, we will move to Bill 
Seidman and then bOTh of us can handle questions. Does 
that make the most sense? Our areas are ti.~d together and 
much of what we have to say has linkage (bet~een them. 

,In 'the 1960s t this Nation'16~'t its energy . 
. independence. We now import some~O peroent of our total 
consumption. If we do nothing by 1985, that consumption will 
be in excess of. 50. percent. 

The seriousness of ,the situation, perhaps, can 

best. be demonstrated in dollars. In 1970,our import bill 

was about $3 billion. In 197~,iti~ somewhat undez:' $25, 

billion. In 1985, with a $~ break in price, if, you want to 

be optimistic, it will be $32 billion. I think the . 

significance of that in. balance of payments and prices to 

consume:rs speaks fot;', itself.' . .' . 


. . ..... 

The Presid~httsenergy pian will seek to achieve 
some fundamental results. It will return the American 
economy to the American people. Right now, the American 
economy, with the insecurity ofa potential embargo, is 
not really under the control of the American people. It 
wil~ bring back to Ameriqa a material influence in petroleum 
price markets and over the long term bring to bear a mor,e 
reasonable price, level. . , . 

MORE 
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The plan gets uf freedom in 1985 and attempts to 
minimize the risks while we get there~ There is no easy way 
to regain our independence, and no matter what alternative 
we follow in terms of strategy, there is a price to be paid. 
In this instance, as in 'any other instance that might have 
been selected, the American people are called upont6make 
a sacrifice. 

The price that we 'pay n6w is' not 'as grea,t asj'the' 
price that we will continue fo "pay if we don't take action , 
now... Every family and every business :in this, Natlondepends 
upon energy for survival,andif we' don't have better control 
over source and over price, that 'survival is som~what at 
stake. 

, ' 

A~Qrd on process. The President began by asking
v. . ro_ ~, 

for his alternq,tives or options with respect to' theN,ation 's 
goals. After a thorough analysis 'of what those options 
might be, he selected the goal of becoming indep~ndent or 
invulnet'able to foreign cutoffs'b.Y 1985 •. Having made that 
decision,' the next set of alternative's we~t to what actions 
are available to the President beginn,ingnow to get us to 
that point by 1985. Having made tht)'s'e decisions, the' next 
subset was a question of strategy, what str~tegy should 
be implemented. " 

His program is set out in three parts -:.. what we do 
between now and the end of ].977. He ha's established a goal, 
and means to attain it~' of one million barrel,s ln consumption 
savings or import savings by the end of '1975' and two m'illion 
barrels by the end of 1977. 

To do that, lie is 'asking the Congress for a ,tax 
package which includes tne' followlng: a $2 tax on cruQe 
imports, a: $2exdise tax on'domes·Fic crude and, excise tax on 
natural gas, decontrol, of old oil, domestic oil, and decon
trol of n~w naturalg~s. ','.' 

On the supply side of the equation, between now and 
1977, we have mighty few alternatives. Elk Hills in 
California ";'-' and he'will pu~sue leglslation to have that 
freed for the commercial tnarket--' 'will produc'e approximately 
160,000 barrels a day. Coal conversion, if we get the ' 
environmental amendments we are asking for, will produce a 
pdtential 100,000 barrels a day. The 'remainder must be 
achieved' through conservat ion. ' 

I would like to just spend a minut'e on the 
alternatives to the tax method of achieving the goals of 
two million barrels by the end of 1977. The President asked 
for and received a thorough review of the other options at 
his disposal. They included an import restriction, one 
that would happen abruptly or one that would happen 
gradually, with the shortage to be allocated throughout 
the economy by the Federal Government. They included the 
potential of a full rationing system that would attain the 
same goals, and they included the economic method which 
allows the economy to take out of the energy stream on a 
more free and selective basis. 

MORE 
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His' conclusion was that the freer and economic 
method served both our short-term and our'long-term purposes 
better and that the inequities in the other systems,were 
just. unacceptable. . 

To get started immediately before the Congress 
enacts the full package, the President will put an additional 
$1, import f:ee on foreign crude beginning February 1st, an 
additional $2 -- tha:t fs one plus one':'- March Ist,and 
,$3 April ,1st. He is taking steps' to decontrol old oil about 
April 1st and asked the Congress to enact a windfall profits 
tax package by that date. ' 

Over the, short term, we will step up our public 
education program by fivefold of its current level. of efforts 
in an" effort to get ;'fu:t'ther vol':!ntary conservation. 

Between 1977 and 1985, the President has set out 
a number of actions which will have us become invulnerable 
to serious disruptions by embargo. I don't mean that to 
sound like we are weaseling the ultimate goal. In' your 
pres,s package, we have a chart ' showing where we mean to be 
by what point in time through what actions. He is asking 
for authority to tap the Naval Reserve in Alaska,' which 'in 
our view can bring to the civilian economy two million 
barrels a day by 1985~ .He will pursue the outer continental 
shelf and take whatever steps necessary 'to overcome the 
obstacles 'that face us in that area. 

The question of price uncertainty during the process 
of these deliberations this question had to be asked -
as thj,;s :Nation sets its plan for independence and begins, to 
set inmo:tion various actions that ne'ed to be set in mdfion 
1;0 accomplish it, what happens if by 1979 the supplying' , 
nations say to themselves, these guys are doing too we,ll 
and the thing to do is to flood the world market with cheap 
oil. 

Question: If that should occur in 19780rl 1~n9,' 
what would be the lJnited$tates'reaction? Would we 'allow, our 
economy to· go back on a heavy import stream? .' , 

The President has decided to submit legislation' which 
will authorize and require the President of the United States 
to set domestic price limits to protect the Project 
Independence plan. 

MORE 
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The Clean Air Act amendments, you are probably 
all familiar .with. The only difference between those 
that you perhaps have seen before, or the major difference, 
is that in this Russell Train a~d I will jointly endorse 
the same package in total. 

We have spent the necessary time together, and 
I should add that both of us moved somewhat toward the 
other to reach the agreements that we have reached. 

In my view, the co~promise agreements will not 
sacrifice our en~rgy plan, and I am sure he will tell 
that in his view they do not sacrifice our environmental 
goals. 

'l'he President will resubmit strip mining legis
lation with some important, but few, changes. We will 
be doing some work in coal leasing, and there is some 
informat;on in your packet with respect to that. 

Electric utilities, a key constraint to the 
developments of power, particularly in the nuclear area, 
relates to the health of electric utilities. The 
President will propose in his economic package an investment 
tax credit increase for all of industrial America. That 
increase will be extended two years specifically for 
non-oil fired electric generation equipment. 

The preferred stock dividend plan that the 
President is proposing in his economic package will 
obviously have some effect on utilities. 

The President will submit legislation which 
will require State utility commissions to pass through 
certain costs ·thatin some ins.tances are not now being 
passed through. We can get into that during the 
question and answer period, put this passthrough mechanism 
is critical to the health and viability of some of the 
utilities around the country. 

Nuclear power •. The President will submit 
legislation that will not only affect the licensing aspects 
as we had in the last session, but there will also be 
siting legislation, which will hasten the siting 
decisions at the State level. 

Conservation. Based upon a modified and also 
delayed set of environmental emission standards, we will 
have a 40 percen~ increase in mileage of new automobiles 
by the 1980 model cars. Negotiations were held with the 
big three by the Secretary of Transportation after long 
discussions with the EPA. 

MORE 
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The 'nature of"that agreement is an environmental 
standard which accepts the'Calif6rnia current standards 
with 3.1 nox', for those o~fiyou who have been following 
that category of thing. It is a little mere stringent 
than the current standards, but not as severe as the 
planned s'tandards. 

Building thermal standards. The President 
will propose legislation which will require adjustments 
to housing codes all over'the Nation. These changes 
will affect the, therIDa1 standards only, heating and 
cooling, within building codes in all parts of the 
country. I should point out the legislation will include 
a provision whereby builders, architects and labor will 
be consulted before those standards are actually promulgated. 

There will be a IS percent tax credit for 
home owners up to two-family homes for 'insulation type of 
equipment, insulation, storm windows and one or two 
other similar types of equipment. 

'" i 

For these who cannot afford to pay even the IS 
percent, there will be a low income program' following the 
main model whereby the Federal Government,funding it at 
$S5 million a year, will buy the equipment and volunteers 
will see that it is installed. 

The appliance efficiency area will be'approached 
exactly the same way we did the automobile industry. The 
President has set a target of 20 percent savings in 
appliances between now and 1980. 

The Energy Resources Council will seek to obtain 
from the appliance manufacturers an agreement that can be 
monitored by the public on an ongoing basis to assure 
that that 20 percent is achieved. If we are unsuccessful 
in that endeavor, then the President will ask for 
legislation. 

On a standby basis, the President will ask 
for authority to set up an emergency storage program that 
will be 1 billion 300 million barrels of oil. The 300 
million barrels of oil will be set aside for the military, 
and the one billion will be available to the civilian 
sector in the event of another embargo. 

Standby authorities will ~lso includ~ rationing, 
a broader range of energy conservation steps as 'well as 
allocation on a continuing basis, materials allocation, 
and a few other things which I think you might pick 
up in reading the packet. 

MORE 
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, '. 'On the' synthetic fuels area and' over the 
iLonger te;rm,' 1.985 and beyond, the President. has set 
out ~.pr6gr.arn wherepyby the late 1980s",we can again 
become 'an exporter'in the energy business. His 
synth_~tiC? fuels prc;>gram calls for a one million barrels 
per day in'the copunercial market of synthetic. fuels by 
1985. . 

The energy research and development program, 
which is now funded. at $11 billion. over a five-year period, 
will be '~intained a'n.d· increased' as n'ecessary to ensure, . 
that he m~ets h~~ pos t~ i9 85 goals. .. . 

• i 

I think I have covered energy, Ron • 

.MR. '. SEiDMAN: . Good. morping. 

I'~sorry that Bill Slmon can't be here, and I 
am s~C? thCiit he would do a better, job, .but. I am. really 
here at' t'he requestQ~ Joe Garragiola. I' ~de are~rk' 
some" time ago that I wasn It appearing o!l :t,elevision ; 
because. I thought bald headed guys didn.' t look. too g0 99 , 
and -. he,\jrot~ me + on behalf of hi~elf, ~ui Brynner, Tel'+y. ' 
Savalas, and 'Mel Laird,saying they,would ~rch.on.the 
White House unless I reappeared•. (Laughter) 

I won t t go through the whole economic. pr9gr~m., ." 
I would" 'j ust like to take a couple of minutes and. talk 
about theory or philosophy, and'then we can get right 
to the questions. 

. ',.As you know, as far as the economic.ppo.gram ~, .;. 

is conc~;rned, there are basicaily'two tax. programs. I· 
would like' ~o mal<;e sure we distinguis~ tho~.e . 

. ~, ' '. . ~. . . 

First, . there is the one-year, tempo~a~y tax cut, 
which is based on 1974. income, which me~nsthat it can be 
done most rapidly ~ $~6 ,billion, it,is a straight 12,·. 
percent up to a~ximum of $1000.

, '. 

Ou~ 'hope' is that that money will· ge~ oaqk int.o 
the spending stream fast and that that will help 'to 
produce jobs and ,start turning the e.conomy around • 

. ,'~ 0"' 

The _other part is ~hat I would comJiqer:a. 
fortunate marriage for making an opportunity out of 
adversity, and that is the, .fact we need. ~nergy taxes to 
cut '. d.ownon:our use of petroieumand a.t the same time 
we need '1=0 ,correct the malfunctioning's of, a tax sy~tem. . "'J 

which. have been caused by the inflation ~ . 
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As you all know, the inflation tends to push 
people up into higher tax brackets without giving them 
a more real income. The basic approach in the tax 
refunds, or changes, have be~n to change the brackets for 
individual taxpayers, particularly up to $15,000, to 
take care of that, and in the same way with corporations. 

Corporations also, because of inflation, over
state their profits and, therefore, pay higher taxes 
than the amounts that they earn in real terms and, there
fore, the change in the cor~orate rate. 

In addition to' t'hat, there are for the people 
who do not pay taxes an allowance, which is an 
attempt to aid them both with inflation problems and 
increased fuel costs. 

I think it is very important, in looking at 
this package in the tax area,', those two' kinds' of things , 
that the difference in the two packages be very clear. 

The second package doeS a major job of trying 
to change the tax structure·' to take care of the problems, 
that have been caused by infl'ation. The first is designed 
for fast, as quick as possibl~, and on the same progressi
vities as the taxes that'were actually paid to get the 
money back into the spending' stream. , 

There are a good many other things in the fact 
sheets. I won't go into those'now because I think we 
ought to go to the questionsi' 

Q Mr. Seidman, in the President's State of 
the Union, he says some people question the Government's 
ability to make hard decisions and stick with them. Can 
you tell us what 'took 'place in the economy and why the 
President has rather drastically shifted his economic 
plan from the 3l-point plan he announced a few weeks ago?,. < ' 

MR. SEIDMAN: ~irst, 'I think there has been' a 
change in emphasis.' A great part of the October 8 
speech is still a part of the plan, and there are a 
great many things in there that need to be done that 
will be helpful to our economy. ' 

I think it is obvious that the economy haS gone 

downhill faster, as far as I can remember, than anybody 

predicted when ,we were at the summit conference. 


I think the most vltal thing in setting economic 
policy is to be in touch with what is really going on and 
design 'your program to meet the actual facts as they are. 

MORE 
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Q Mr. Seidman, how much money would you start 
taking out of the economy with the' $1 to $3 imposition 
on the foreign crude? ~at is that, on an annual basis? 

MR. SEIDMAN: About $450 million over the 
three months that it is in before the new programs hope
fully will be enacted. 

Q Say Congress doesn't approve it. How 
much will it take' in a year? 

MR. ZARB: . Well, $4"50 a month times twelve. 

MR. SEIDMAN: It is $450 a month at $3. 

, Q Why is the tax on barrels $2 for domestic 
and ~mported crude rather than changing - 

MR. SEIDMAN: You bette'r stand up here, Frank, 
so you can get your halfo'f the questions. 

MR. ZARB: What was the question? 

Q Why the same tax on barrels for both 
imported and domestic? 

MR. ZARB: There was a notion to go the other 
way, and in my briefings on the Hill that haS been 
raised with me. I think we ought to talk about~it during 
our Congressional testimony, thE'; notion being we would 
favor aomestic production more if we had a higher tariff 
on stuff coming in externally rather than domestic 
stuff. 

The fact is that given our current predicament 
and between now and:l985 we are going to'be consuming 
everything we can produce domestically plus, and there 
is an awful lot of incentive to get us there. 

• , f l 
Q Mr. Zarb, on'the petroleum business~: you 

said two 'things, it seems to me. One is the Pr~sident's 
proposal: ,or 'program to'iraise the CQst of oil' and also 
how we'will offSet this proposal 'in tax cuts to put', 
money back in the economy. 

Both of these measures are inflationary. Why 
didn't he just ration petroleum? 

MR.' ZARB: You re~lly asked two ·questions. 
I am not !;lure about ,:your conclusions. Did' you say , 
inflationary or deflationary? 

MORE 
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Q I said inflationary. 

MR. ZARB: Taking'it out is not inflationary;' that 
is deflationary. Putting it back is inflationary. 

The first question you raise, I think by implica
tion anyway, if you take it out and put it back, you are 
getting your savings. You have to conclude as the people 
who have worked on this program, particularly the economio 
side have concluded, that you change the'center of gravity 
of spending when you take it out in the way of higher taxes 
by higher product taxes and return 'it through the tax 
mechanism that has been constructed by the Treasury
people. . ' 

Keep in mind what Bill has ,sai9, and what, is in 
the package: The money coming out of the economy amounts 
to about $30 billion. When it goes back to the economy, 
particularly to the individual seotor, the emphasis is 
on restructuring the tax table, particularly favoring 
middle and lower income people and adjustiJ:lg for some of 
the inflationary c:'listortions that have come over the years. 

So, the conclusion that you are taking it with 
one hand and giving it back with the other and therefore, energy 
will continue to rise, I don't think is a valid one and it 
doesn't hold up. . 

Secondly, the President has said he will use his 
import control authorit'ies to stand behind this program 
to assure that it works. 

Finally, the question of rationing. I would like 
you just to imagine with me,as·I have, getting deep into 
the conceptualization of the rationing schemes, what this 
Nation would look like with a 5- to 10-yearrationing 
program. It wouldn't stimulate additional production. It 
would make the Government make decisions with respect to every 
home and with respect to every business and just some 
examples which I read about,this morning -- and I think they 
are good ones -- when you moved your hqme from one area to 
another you can imagine the red tape a homeown_r would have 
to go through to reacquire his Government allocation or 
if a new business wanted to get started what it would have 
to do to petition the Government for his share of the 
national allocation stamp program. 

Anc;i finally, when you really:look at the downstream 
results of a, rationing program, it is clear, at least to me, 
the way the machinery would work is that those that CQuld 
afford to operate in the white or the black market 
would do pretty well and the people who would ultimately 
be hurt would be the poor people and the middle income 
class people. 

MORE 
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Mr. Cowan? 

Q' Would you tell us about the price effects on 
fuels in'the President's package and in particular, whether 
the Federal Energy Administration will limit the pass~ , 
through on some fuels and steer it into others? 

MR. ZARB: The question was,the price effects 
and'I will give you those in:macroterms and tomorrow Eric 
Zausner and'others will, have a more detailed ,briefing into' 
a lot'of the mechanics. ' 

The price effects are an average of ten cents per 
gallon and, as you know,' the industry is permitted to pass 
through to the consumerorlly what' is an increase in cost.' 

Your second question as to whether or not we will 
mandate a variation product-by-product has not yet been 
decided. We are examining those alternati~es. 

Q The price effect is tEm cents a gallon.' 
Does that include the effect of the new taxes or is that 
just the decontrol? 

MR~ ZARB: No, that is decontrol, the tariff and 
the excise tax.' It is an avel"age'across the board. 

Q What about the price import on natural gas 
of decontrol plus the excise tax? ' What would this be? 

'MR. ZARB: The price could be different in intra
stater 'and' interstate. The gas thatha:sbeen moving within 
State':bouIi.darie·s is quite high and the variation there would 
probably, be, very minimal. In 'intrastate, it would be rather 
significant and I would point this out on that question - 
.right now, today, we are getting a lot of mail from people, 
individuals and businesses that have had to put people 
out of work because of a cul"tailment 'Of natural gas. If 
there is any area we need to take steps to affect conser
vatiqp. and promote ful"ther production; if there is any 
priority area :right now, it 'is natur'al gas:. 

,Q Mr. Zarb. in your fact sheet, you have a base 
that you have a 31 cent intel"state natul"al gas pl"ice in 
1974, 35 cents in 1975. It was my impl"ession the Federa'l 
Powel" Commission incl"eased that price from 42 cents to 
50 cents. Where did you get these figul"es? 

MR. ZARB: The answel" is that those numbel"s do 
come out corl"ect when you look·at avel"age pl"ice and equate 
the low price of intl"astate with that of interstate, or 
the othel" way around. Yes, the other way al"ound, and when 
you avel"age it out that is the way it comes out. We will 
look at those numbel"s, but my people ~wha put them togethel" 
say they al"e accurate on an avel"age basis. 

MORE 
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"', ,. Q. l' ,w~tho,u1;. going· thro~gh ithe .merits of the over
all ene:rgy;p~,c~age. I: am, sure.you will agree·. first,. that ~ 
it is QJ.litecontr,oversia'l; and seco:nd,:'~that'i<t,~iS'- by_ n'o' 
means assured: afavOI'able peception_ with the ·Congress'.. 

'So, "my question ie. c·an the administrativE!! 
actions .enc1. of· it .stand alone in the absence of" Co'ngt-essional 
cooperation or appr!;)Val of the remaining· proposals-, or do 
you have to rethink the entire thing ,if~Congressdoesn't 
react the way you want it to? 

MR •. ZARB: . I think that, is an ·awful.ly· good question. 
You. say it, is ~ontroversial. I ,haven't heard a fullyinte.o;; 
grated plan from anyone, first, to replace this one on a 
point-by-point basis, so I would have ro look at the 
alternatives. 

Even at that, I think the others, if one were 
producE!d, it would be, as you call:it, 'controversial. 

I think, no, the ability for this Nation to' 
solve its energy problem -- and honestly and sincerely 
beco~e independent -- by setting out specific courses of 
action now with each action.having its·own value 'in barrels' 
so we know we are getting there and the public knows we are 
get1=ing there, that without the'Congress working with the 
Executi'f.E! , . it j us.t can t t be done • 

" From an energy standpoint, it is my hope we 
achieve one major thing.and after the Congress ha,s an oppor
tunity to look and we have an opportunity to talk and they 
have an opportunity to submit ,alternatives, that we can 
say ,to the American people that this Governm'Emthasa' 
national energy program, and I hope that, happens mighty quick~ 

Q Who was the unidentified "I" in the'outline 
of questions and answers? 

MR. ZARB: , It is a fellow called' Harvey 'and he 
works in our Public Affairs Department. (Laughter) 

I dontt know. It is just kind of an editorial 
goof, I guess. 

MORE 
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Q Mr. Zarb, what ar.e the unacceptable or 
intolerable inequities that you referred to as the reason 
for rejecting the alternative of restricting imports? 

MR. ZARB: You restrict imports as an. option, 
which is an option. You then have a subset of options. 
Do you restrict it effective immediately one million barrels 
a day and allocate the shortage, or do you do it gradually? 
Each one of those has its own set of effects. Let's dispose 
of the first, first • 

. If you did the first without the economy making 
its own selections as to how it was going to take it out of 
the consumption stream, you would affect our Gross National 
Product by about $20 billion and put ~OO,OOO people out of 
work,., .If you did it gl"adually, you get· the anticipatory 
action of what is going to happen next month with respect 
to the Government screwing down on imports, but the most 
significant.question is, "Who makes the decisions as to who 
gets what after you create the shortage?" 

If you conclude that the Government and an expanded 
bureaucracy -- which would be mine -- would be able to go 
out and make those decisions on behalf of American industry 
and t.he Americ'arihomeowners, that that would be better than 
the economy making its own decisions, then you would favor 
that kind of routine. 

I would only r,emind you to look' back at the embargo 
period and, while we had an awful lot of good people working 
awfully hard to do a good job, we had some very major 
difficulties in making those decisions on a basis· that let 
the economy machine move as it should. 

Q Mr. Seidman, what research or evidence do you 
have that indicates that the American people, as they would: 
get this taxr.ebate for next year, or would have a tax cut, 
would really go out and spend that money" or might they be 
so frightened by all these drastic actions that they might 
not put it back in the economy? 

MR. SEIPMAN: There is a good deal of research that 
has been done in this area, but no one can be sure. The 
general propensity to spend has been high in the past, and 
we would expect t,hat when some of the uncertainties which 
are now around are out, including the ones in the energy 
area and the longer range package, which I have talked about, 
is in place, that is the expected result. 

Again, we are talking about people and the way 
people will act., You never can be absolutely sure until 
the event is over. 

Incidentally, while L think of it ,on th,eCs~cond 
page there is an error that says 600 billion where it should 
say 500 billion. We made a little mistake there. 

MORE 



Q Se'cond' page ocf what? 

'MR 0" SEIDMAN: ,Of theinessage\i~ I 'ani" sorry. 
.', .. . ! ....'" I 

Q ;.; ;': Mr •. Seidman',. woule: you give'"' us youzt .. 
analysis of the ripple 'effect ·of' this sort or price 
increase on the· Ame'rican economy?; ", ,. 

MR. SEIDMAN: Did you get the $600 reduced 
to '$500. That· is a typo~' 

The"question is? ' 

Q 'The. ripple e'ffect' 'on the economy in terms, 
of price increasesand'the impact on the inflation.'. ' 

,MR. SEIDMAN:' . As' you see; if· you' look' iil1:he' 
briefing sheet, there,is'an inflation impact statement 
there. The best calculation is that this will cause 
a one-time, approximately 2 percent ihcre~se' in the cost 
of living .. 

Q 'Mt-~Seidman l. .. can'yoll explain to us --Mr~ 
Zarb 'said that' one of the reasOns you didn' t go to . 
rationing was that rationing doesn't produce any 
additional supplies of energy. Can you explain how 
decontrol of old oil produces" more' energy from the old 
oil; fields? . 

MR •. SEIDMAN: ;That is Mr. Zarb' s" area. 

MR. ZARB: The talk about decontrol and the 
windfall profits scheiite--and~we have some tax helt.> here 
to help 'us' both ,be-::ter understand bo~" ·this ac·t:ually 'is:' 
goit'g to·func-:.:ion -.,. but decontrol lets,' the old:' 
price go to' the' world price. 

, , 

The windfall profits 'progzta'm hastha' ·total 
effect of the following: It takes b~ck the "first year 
everything that oil" companies would 'have earned by. virtue 
of this program. 

, ItalsC?,' incidentally ,goes· back' 'into the 
base and takes bacK an additional $3 billion, which we 

"caTculate would haVe been in' effect if the Congress 
would have enacted our!b'i-l'l las't sess~ion. 

; The program wO'rked out by 'Ways and MeanS last 

year and :Iam sure it' will be fallowed 'again this 

year has a gradual elimination of windfall profits'. 

It is a little complicated because then you get the 

depr~ssion question and 'the plowback quest'ion'that they 

aI'!e debat:irtg." :',; , ' .. 
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It has 'the net effect of allowing the oil 
price on an average ...;;";·we now'have one tier ... - on an 
'avei:ai~: ris;ing~, to'a-level that permits sigrdfieant:: 
exploration and deve'lop'inent' and also prevents a material 
windfall profits to the oil industry. 

Now, tha.,t: kind of program, once you se~ it in 
place and the law-is, passed,th:Olhi'who/-are respons~ble for 
going out and developing these ;sources have soine~p~'~ree 
of certainty aste what is going to and what prices"are 
likely to look like and they' continue their ·moveme'nt. 

If you ra-tion, you dampe,n demand down to some 
artificial level and keep it atth'at level an4 you 
don't' have the' normal incentives that work beyond the 
other problems we have with rationing. 

Q How does that apply to old oil? 

MR. ZARB: I will get back to you. 

Q How much more will the average family be 
paying in fuel costs when this goes into effect~, and ho~ 
much of an increase will that'be Over what they are' paying 
now? 

MR. ZARB: Including in o'ur be~t estimate without 
conservation, today's consumption levels, best estimate~ 
including heating oil, utility bills, gasoline and direct 
petroleum or utility consumption, an average of 
$250 per family. 

I dislike using those numbers because when you 
use an average, you are talking about the family that 
is very wealthy and spend a lot of money, and the 
very poor. 

Thecalculatiori, for'example, 'on the'no tax
payers - - those who do not 'pay' taxe's~- the calculation ., ,. 

",) , 

was that the increase to them would be $44 per adult~ 
~ 

Now, the program of return to the nontaxpayer family 
has been an $80 per adult return. 

So, you can see with no numbers there was.~n 

attempt to make them hold, l''lus some. When you really 

get down into the calculations that we used to get' 

there, you really have to talk to our people who are 

going td have a technical briefing ~omor~ow. 


Q Can you tell us~you spend $1000 on fuel 

now and you will spend an extra $2501 
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MR. ZARB: The average family spends $950 a 
year. That nUIllbe~, is ~ucha weighted av~rage ,that -

Q;. I unders~a:nd l10wthe price iricen.f:i."e,wo~ld work 
on new oil,but I don t t unqeI'istc:;md how t~](;ing offtll:e 
ceilings cHid . letting the:price' go to 'the wO,rld .level 
does anything for old oil. ' 

:MR. ZARB: We arebadk on the incentive with 
respect to 'old oil and decontrol. ,On newoil~ it is 
already 'operative ,but we are 'going to take so~e .c~f:that , 
back becaus'e it is 'too operative. On old oil we,are 
going to iet the price gote> the new world market, and we 
are going to take a good chun~:of that back. 

The' net effect will be to take evercytl'ling back 
that the oil companies w.ould have elljoYe~ in ope y.ear . 
the Ways and Means Committee, in their discussions last 
year and with the Administration assistance, developed a 
program which is' a gradual phase-out of windfall profits 
so that the price of oil gets up to, a ,reasonable ,lev,el, 
including inflation and including needs for exp'loration. 

, . 

Q On that point, ,are ,they going to decontrol,. 
the old oil before they'paf?~ the windfall tax? 

. .. 

MR. ZARB: The President plans at this moment 
to decontrol the old oil around April l·and he is 
asking the Congress to p~:ss a ,wipdfall profits tax by" that 
time. ' 

Q Will he do it in any event? That is what 
I am asking. 

MR. ZARB:' '1 nave told' you what :the President 
has told me. 

Q What is the basis for assuming that the 
prices of uncontrolled domestic oil will reach world 
prices when your own figur'esshow right now a $2.50 
difference between uncontrolled domestic oil and the 
imports. 

MR. ZARB: The gap has been closing over the 
last several months. If you say it is $10.50, if you 
look at the last several months, you can see the, gap 
closing between the two. 

Q 'Why was there no proposal in the message 
for a tax on automobile horsepower? 

MO',RE . ;... 
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-MR. ZARB: That was one of the options we 
examined pretty thoroughly. I don't remember all the 
reasons why we came to this conclusion, but we did come 
to the conclusion -it. would ,become a revenue raiser and 
not have the desired effect. 

That implies that those who can buy a big horse
power. car, if you put a reasonable tax on it, one that 
would not- be unconstitutional and scandalous, it wouldn't 
make that much difference. 

So, in the alternative, we preferred to. go the 
way we have with the automobile companies, which says this: 
You show us.a.plan.to get a 1+0 percent reduction by 1980 
model cars,' or improvement on miles per gallon. If you 
don't do it~ we will ask for legislation to do it. 

We think now we have that plan, and we have 
their agreement, and we are working out a method where 
the Department of Transportation will be reporting 
eve~y six months to the American people on progress. 

Q Will you elaborate on that agreement for 
us? What happens if Congress doesn't relax the Clean 
Air Act? Will that agreement then be struck? 

MR. ZARB: I think in.faipness, that is 
correct. The automobile companies lQoked at the auto 
emission' requireJ11e~ts and so did' EPA:~ and w,e all came to 
the same conclusion that it was a reasonable balance 
of things _to' effect the necessary savings. 

'MORE 
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Q TWA is saying the price of the passenger 
ticket will have to go up 21 percent. Does that fit into your 
calculations, and what does this do to the general idea of 
mass transport'ation?' . , 

MR. ZARB: -Well, mass' transportationort'a local 
and municipal basis has been somewhat taken'into the 
calculations, and I will get back to your TWA problem~ 

don't want to sidestep that. 
" "..," " 

The gener2il revenue sharing the President pr<?pOses 
will be in'creased' by $2 billion ,taking into consideration 
that communities have to run subways and buses 'and 'other ' 
calculable energy uses, so we are attempting to make that 
right because mass transportation is 'important to energy. 

" .'. '" " . . . 

. The airlines are a particular area that'we are 
10okirtgat.Let'me tell you why it is particular., It is a 
regulated industry, but that doesn't rnakeit thcttmuch 
particular because during the embargo we did some things 
with regulated industries and it worked ." ' 

The riotfon of return~ng 'cert'ain things' to industry 
by virtue of tax credit and lowering the tax rate, which 
is occurring here by virtue of the energy program, and the 
stimulus program,:is very operative" if 'you are making money. 
But if your corporation is not making money;'you have a 
whole new subset 'of' problems. 

When you 'say 27 or 28 p'ercent, you' 'are using a 
rather high elasticity rate, becau~e when you use that number, 
you are saying because of this increase fewer people are 
going to buy tickets arid as a result you are going to lose 
those revenues. We are looking at the airline numbers along 
with them and seeing whatnot. 

But let me say one more thing on that question. 
If we had gone a different route, as some of our friends 
here this morning suggest that we might think about, including 
rationing, the thing we would be talking about this morning 
is who is going to get a 100 percent of requirements and who 
is going to get 90 percent of requirements and who is going 
to get 80 percent of requirements and the same kinds of 
industries would be in for that kind of a discussion. 

Q A question about the $30 billion figure you 
are using here as the cost of increasing energy prices. Does 
that include such things as the likely effect on air fares, 
the spillover of just the plana fuel oil costs? 

MORE 
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;. '. MR. _ZARB: The question is., "The 'residual, increases 
by ,?,irtue of the $30 billion increase in taxes, ... _rI and I am 
going. 'to hav,e to be less than precise on this answer" but 
k~_~p in miJlet, ~,:couple of things. The oil industry ,is allowed 
to pa~sttwough only ,that much which they incur in extra cost. 
TheJ:"e is no mar~upon an excise tax i!lssome have implied. 

Two, industry in total gets returned approximately 
$6 billion from that $30 billion in other kinds of revenue 
improvement measures directly from the energy package, not 
including the stimulus package. Now., those kinds of 
activities will have an effect on pricing. So" to come to 
the automatic conclusion as some have that there is a geometric 
increase based on this first set of price increases is 
technically and otherwise incorrect, and we have to look at 
it from industry to industry. 

Q Mr. Zarb, can you give us some idea of what you 
anticipate the floor price would be which the President would 
have to protect synthetics and other types of fuels? 

MR. ZARB: The question is, "What type of floor 
price would we have to set to protect synthetics and other 
types of fuels?" 

I would answer that question by saying there are 
two numbers you would have to look at. When you look at the 
outer continental shelf, Alaska exploration and development and 
those kinds of near-term and realizable energy sources, you 
are probably looking at -- I am not saying he is going to 
set this floor price, because he hasn't decided to do it yet 
you are probably looking at about $7.70. 

If you are talking about shale and liquefaction and 
coal and coal gassification, if you are talking about solar 
or geothermal, then you are talking about a whole new set 
of measures, and you don't go with those disciplines using a 
floor price. Instead, you look at each individual development 
and determine whether the Government can help by way of some 
form of guarantee, perhaps, area by area, some form of 
subsidy, some form of stepped up research and development. 

So, the two categories, which some have called the 
exotics and what I consider the mainstream of the future, 
including OCS and Alaska oil, you just look at with a different 
set of numbers and come to different conclusions. 

Q I would like to ask a question concerning the 
possible recessionary effects of the energy plan. You ~poke 
of a loss of 400,000 jobs if import quotas were placed on 
the amount of oil coming in, and since the tariff is 
designed to limit the amount of foreign oil coming in, how 
do you prevent the same job loss effect? 
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MR. ZARB: The conclusions we reached on the job 
loss 'effect were based on an ~ediate and abrupt limitation 
starting tomorrow of one million barrels a day less allowed 
into the country. Now, the benefit of the program that the 
President will outline is a more gradual, freer and economic 
program for withdrawing it from the economy and you dontt 
have the same effect. It is the abruptness of the change 
that causes the kind of effect it did. 

Somebody wants to talk to Bill Seidman. 

MORE 
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Q Mr. Seidman, the Cong:!."'ef::isional package 
announced earlier this week contain!:) a variety of m.::;asures 

MR. SEID;'l?~N: It is a Democratic' package. We have 
a few people up the~e yet, you know. 

Q -- it contains a variety of methods or 
proposals to stimulate the economy, includlng'low interest 
rates, allocation of credit, emergency housing programs. 
The President's program is entirely in the tax stimulus. 
How does he feel about these other measures? 

MR. SEIDMAN: I think an important part of the 
program, which I am sure you have seen, is the question of 
Federal spending. When you go to stimulation, there are 
two ways to do it, obvious:J..y. 'That is, for Government to 
spend more or take in less in taxes. I haventt costed out 
that Democratic program yet, but I wish some of you would. 

It looks now like the deficits that we are looking 
at are $30 billion to $50 billion for the two years -
30 and 50 or 30 and 45 -- and those are very substantial 
by any measure. 

, Adding any number of those kinds of programs that 
have been suggested, I think would clearly put" the budgetary 
deficits at the kind we have not seen in this country and 
I think in the long-run, would have to be very inflationary. 

Saul? 

Q In the State of the Union and in the fact sheet 
you talk about high energy prices being passed through and 
being largely responsible for the recent inflation. Now, 
you are saying that the higher energy prices are not going to 
be passed through but by about two percent and the geometric 
progresses that others have sought are a mistake. What 
is the basis of that? 

MR. SEIDMAN: First, I dontt believe the Message 
says oil prices are largely responsible for our inflation. They 
say they are a substantial factor in it. That is a different 
thing. 

I think if you read the Message as a whole, it says 
that past budgetary deficits are a very substantial part of 
the reason for the inflation. Certainly the oil is. You 
have all seen the arguments among economists and there is 
no question but what this increase, though it is nowhere near 
as big as we have recently experienced, it will cause an 
increase in the cost of living. 
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Q But only by two percent. 

MR. SEIDMAN: That is right, by its direct pass
through and roughly that two percent would be $25 billion. 

Q I have a question for both you and Mr. Zarb. 
In the long-term energy package -- looking ahead-- why 
is there nothing.in·there that would increase the use of 
mass transit? And I wondered ·in the economic .incentive 
proposals ~that you have put together, why is there nothing' 
in terms of specific economic incentive.s designed to help 
the most depressed industries instead of across-the-board 
incentives? 

MR. SEIDMAN: First, we do have a very substantial 
mass transit program, as you know, which the President 
signed last year. 

Secondly, you always get down to the question, 
if you are going to try to give the consumer more to spend, 
do you want to direct him where to spend it or do you want 
to allow. him to exercise hilS own judgment a,nd will he be 
more likely to spend it if you make it so he gets it only 
if he buys a car or will he be more likely to spend it if 
you say, "Here is the money and you can buy whatever you 
want, really." 

MORE 
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Q ; .. , But you are directing him on the basis of 
the pri~~e incentives? 

MR. SEIDMAN: We are, because for the .longrun" . 
fuel and energy is one of the very finite resources on 
this globe. Somehow or other we have to use less of it. 
It isa nasty business. We are used to going the other 
way. 

Neither way, whether you go the rationing way 
or the pricing. method, is going to be pleasant; but you 
are allowing the individual the freedom if you go the 
price method. . 

Q Why wouldn't a new "Federal program to 
stimulate massively a depressed hous~g industry create 
more jobs, quicker, since that is the goal of your program, 
than this tax out when you don't know" how people: are 
going to spend their money? 

MR. SEIDMAN: Let's take· a look at some of the 
numbers.; In the first place ,the only. thing that-'\Vill 
really ge:tthe massive housing industry going 'again is 
lower ,in;t;erest rates. As you know,that is our'longest 
term purchase and, .therefore, interest rates are the' 
largest part of the purchase price. 

'; There is no way really to get that industry 
going without a fall in the long-term· interest rates. 
We have had what you might call pretty massive housing 
subsidy plans, over $20 billion in the lastl? or 18 
months. 

This is a $16 billion tax cut. That industry is 
so large that" in terms of the kind of numbers you are 
talking about, it appeared to us--and again givi~g the 
consumer his right to decide where he wants to us'a the 
money--that that was the better way to go. 

Q There are no guarantees, as I see 'y'our 
plan with the automobiles, that Congress is going' to give the 
auto industry -- I guess this is for Mr. Zarb -- Congress 
is going to give the auto industry the extension on the 
emission requirements •. 

What assurances are there the auto industry is 
going to deliver and why not put nonperformance penalties 
into your arrangements with the auto industry? 

MR. ZARB: The original deal that was presented, 
or the original program (Laughter), the original program 
or the original deal was simply this: We asked the auto
mobile companies to come to town. 
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We said we want a couple of things, we want 
your plan as to how you are going to get the 40 percent 
and then. ,we want to .develop a monitoring program that would 
be made public on a continuing basis by the Department 
of Transportation so the Government can analyze what 
you ,are, doing and assure the public that you are keeping 
your word. ' 

I am not implying that they wouldn't, but that 
was in comparison to a fiscal or other kind of penalty 
mechanism. 

I would say this, Ed: If this works' and we 

do get the ,kind of reductions that we seem to have 

agreement on, and we do it in this way, that seems to 

be more like the American way than the old two by four. 


Q If it doe'sn't work? . ,. 

MR. ZARB: The President has already said if it 

doesn't work he is going to ask for legislation. 


Q How much basis is there for your belief 
that we are going to get a million barrel a day decr'ease 
in imports at the end of the year through,thl.s~ series of 
energy tax measures if in 'the past year you have had a 
far larger proportionate price increase and have not gotten 
it'? 

MR. ZARB: I would challenge a little your 

conclusion based on the fact. Nineteen seventy-four 

was about flat with 1973. In some products they were 

under 1973, which was unheard of in the 'history of 

the Republic. 


We think if you t60k 1974 and 1975 together, 

we would be up by about 10 percent, as' I recall, or 

more based on the rate of'increase that was occurring 

in the ,consumption price. 


If you take a look at What was happening, and 

what did happen, and what you thought would happen 

,if you continued down that road, you would come to the 
conclusion as we did" that we could save between 800,000 
and 900,000 barrels ,a day based on these price changes 
alone. 

I,think they are valid and I think we will get 

them. 
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, Q Mr. Seidman, will you p1ea~e give us a little 
, better explana.tion of this two percent a. year inflat~onary 
factor? Are you talking about on an annual basis in your 
inflation impact statement? Doea this 1uat apply to the pricing 
of fuels or doe. it tat. into consideration the ripple effects 
this wiil have on other industries? ' 

MR. SEIDMAN: This takes into,effect, as best we 

can c'alculate it, tlie total one-time -increase that this 

one-time increase in price will have on the cost 'of living. 


Q By "one-time," do you mean ol1an.annual basis? 

MR. SEIPMANi Yes, I guess so" if you Mantto 

say that. It means~when you put this in if it all happened 

at o~ce,prices would go up two percent • 


. r- Q The tact you did nO.t inclu~e any: reference in 

the message'to a new wage-price council, "sho~ld'weinterpret 


that to meah 'that you thinK, the present authority of the Wage 

and Price Council would be capable of 'dealing with any 

inflationary prices that arise jn the ,coming year? 


_ _ ,- ~ _ • , 0( ". '" • 

MR. SEIDMAN: We think the Council is doing a 

good job now. 'rhey feel they can, do ,the job.. theY',have with 

their 'current powers. 'At a-ny time th#i1tthat does not,'appear 

sufficient,we will' ask.for'liI.ore. But at this time, it 

looks like it is doil'lg th~ job. . ;;~.' . 


'Q Iwo.uld like to ask a .question on the price· pass-
through and whether ther.e is going to.~e any.multiplication 
effect. COni:Qanies don "t price products genel'ally on the 
basis of after tax income. they price it on the basis of 
cost and mark-ups and this sort OI thing, an9in addition, 
you have a circumstance in which you are raising the CPT, 
which is going to result, in wage increases through.escalato%'

• T,'

clauses. 

" Why; under th.Q.se circums~~nces,: do you argue ,that 

this will be just a two percent ~ir~ct effect and there 

will be no later indirect effects? " , , 


MR. SEIDMAN: I didn't say that that was so and 

if you take the two percent and multiply it out, it comes 

to more than the 18, but the point of the matter is how 

companies cost depends entirely on what their markets are. 


In many cases, if the market does not allow for 
that increase, the companies may absorb some of it. The 
other side may be that they will get it with the~r normal mark
up. Often they will get it with no mark~up. There is in the 
figure that we have some 20 or 30 percent excess there. 

MR. NESSEN: We have been at it about an hour and 

I think a lot of people will want to file. There are a whole 

series of briefings. 
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Q I have waited:a iong time to ask a question. 

MR~·NESSEN: 
an ,h6ut" ei' ,more •. :", \ 

" -. 4 ~ : ,-' 

,'" There tllili })e' a whole ~e~ies .'. of;b;-iefi:pgs ' CJ,ctually 
""stretQhed:6ver>tn~ next'montii.' 'If everybody wants to goiile, 

you can go file and maybe' we 'wili take' another five minute's 
of questions. Let's let the people who. want to file go 
and,thenwe can quiet down 'a 'little bit~," 

.. '" , _ '0't~, " 

" . TaG is 'striving desperately to 'get his question"'in. 
Let's have about another five minutes and" let a little bit 
,of this ,sink 'in. ' These people "arego{ng to be available 

and a lot of other experts are going to be available. We 

are going::to have a whole sta'ries of briefings. " ' 


Q The question fs for Mf.Seidman~ With'the 
stimulative effects of the $16 billion 1,974 rebate, will 
the effects be greater/ less 'or' about' 'the saine if it is 
concentrated in the .lowe:b-:a:ild'middle'income families rather 
,than J.2 percent across-the-boa,rd?' :,;' "";' " ' 

'MR.;-9LIDMAN: 'tirst,it is' 12' p~rcent, as you know, 
up to $40,000. 

.. ,! ~ . ",. . .' 

,.,. Again, you' have" th:' study what has"happeh~~ in the 
past,' looking at What our problems are int}:i~ ~cono~y. . 
Obviously, the slowest' indus~iers " theories hardest hit 
are the big ticket industries".~;'the appiiance, automobiles, 
television, many others, .housing -- and therefore, going 

-higher on the e~on6:inicbracketsmaY"well 'produce more , " 

purchasing in those areas than some of the purchal?ingthat 

might be done in the other 'aroeas. 


I think, in'idokirig at 'the tax packages, you have 
to look at the fact that :the second, the energy-related 
package ,which adjusts for "thi's inflation and which is ' 
longer term, not just this one-shot, and would go in with the 
withholding tables being changed as soon as, it went in, would 
move very strongly in :thedfrectionof helping the low~r 
income people where spending would be pernaps on a different 
type of product. " . ", 

, , 
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QMr.•. Zarb, how much. do yo.u expect :this to. 
increase domestic production of oil and why? 

MR. ZARB: That is a very good question, and I 
will as~ you to refer to the char.ts in.~-your package, wllich 
I haven't used, and the chart maker is·very unhappy 
with me because I was supposed to. You all have one of 
these. 

We have set out a chart, both short-term and 
long-term effects of the actions we intend to take.. If 
you will lo.ok at tlle· long-term effect chart, whic'h . 
startsout~'affects· midterm ,program, 1985,.". there is the 
answer to your question. If you want 'to know why, I will 
have to get into each individual area. 

Q Does your excess profits tax, does it not 
take away from the producer who would otherwise want 
to produce mpre oil.? Doesn't it leave him making the 
same profit and, therefor-e, why ..would he expand his . 
production? 

MR. ZARB: It does year one, as I have said. I 
will bring' it back again to las.t year's discussion with 
Ways and Means. The ultimate conclusion was that over 
some unit of time -- and you can pick four years or 
eight years that have been under discussion -- windfall 
profits would phase out and the world price would prevail. 

Obyiously, the conditions of the. world price 
are going to effect when that ultimately occurs, but the 
mechanism provid.ed a·means by which the price of domestic 
oil. from $5.25 to go up to $7, $7.70, and whatever the 
appropriate equilibrium price was. 

The certainty of whatever those numbers are, 
the certainty of depletion questions, the certainty of 
plowback, which is a factor, once those issues are settled 
and are written into law, then we are .going to get people 
out there putting money into more exploration. 

As it is now, we are getting a lot· of exploration. 
We have more wells drilled than we have had for a long, 
long time.' The curve on the· chart went way up. 
when the price changed. I have given you these numbers 
and they are based upon the kinds of actions we have 
taken. 

Mr. Seidman would like to talk about that. 

Q One question. Why would a further increase 

in prices increase the amount of exploration? There is 

already a limitation on the amount of equipment available 

now. 
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MR. SEIDMAN: That is a fair question. There 
is a fair amount of restriction with respect to constraint 
with respect to equipment. That principally runs to rigs 
and pipe. I think pipe is coming"under control and we,'are 
going to be doing some things here' in short order tbhelp 
the rig situation. 

I think we can remove that restraint with some 
good actions over a period of time. 

I will ask the question: How much does it cost 
to go 'out and drill a lot of dry holes in the Atlantic 
outer continen'tal shelf? As you go further into 
these frontier areas and begin to question the current 
cost, today"s.cos.t; of drilling to 'explore and to find oil, 

think the ratio now is ten holes"one wet and nine dry 
that's pretty close -- the' costs have increased substan
tially and when you do i,t in less and then have to 
deliver it down h(;fre from PET-IV, for example, the, 
price changes. ' ;' " '" " 

Q You said that if the world 'price of petro..; 
leum falls" we would set a price to protect- Project 
Independence. How high do you expect that floor will 
have to be? 

MR. SEIDMAN: I, can't give :you a t-e'chnical 
answer to,that'question that Icould'nowderend based 
on good economics because that work is not yet' 
completed. However, the Pt"esident has as:tsd fpr a-~a."er 
on that issue ,as soon as the ,work is complet'ed. 

: But he does want the ' authorities to require ' 
the President to set that price. ,We have had' tes'timony 
over the-last year, 'pretty, much, by our economic people 
who' envision that number being somewhere hetween$7 and $8. 

I think the $7.70 was one somebody settled on 
because they didn't want' to make it$7.50·because it sounded 
made up_ 

Q Could' you, -go a little hit deeper into the' 
natural gas deregulation and what 'the 37- cents excise tax 
would mean? We all want average figures today, so if you 
have got it, fine. 

MR. SEIPMAl,{: 1 think the average means something 
like about: a 30 percent increase for natural gas. 
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Q Can I get back to a question about whether a 
10 percent increase in retail prices will really save a 
million barrels a day? Are you talking about saving a 
million barrels of the current level, or what some projection 
is for the end of the year? Can you guarantee a hundred 
percent that a 10 percent increase will make that savings, 
or do you have some reservations about that? 

MR. SEIDMAN: You have'two questions there. We 

talked about this before. The savings were set at a level 

of anticipated consumption based upon' real Troika estimates 

so everybody could see exactly what formula was being used 

to achieve what level. 


The first cut·was an anticipated level of 6.7. 

million barrels by the end of 1975, meaning our target would 

be 5.7. But, in our first generation of reports, we had 

a footnote that said we would readjust that target based on 

new issues of the Troika estimate. 


Obviously, if the economy turns around like that, 

we may want to readjust that target level, but it will be 

a real million dollars· from a point which we would be at if 

we didn't take these specific actions. 


QAre you positively convinced that this small 

price increase, relatively speakin~, will cut a million 

barrels? 


MR. SEIDMAN: I am convinced these actions in total, 
including our Elk Hills, including our coal conservation 
activities, will conServe us a million barrels by 1975., if 
we get the total package. I really am. 

I pointed out earlier that the President is 
committed to stand behind that prOgr~m by having us fine tune 
the sys'tem usin'g export controls if th'ey are necessary to. 
make the program successful and somebody has import controls. 

Q Mr. Seidman, in your budget estimate, sir, on 
page 20, which has spending at 314 and 349 respectively, do 
these spending estimates .include·all of the net savings you 

'propose from the October 8th message and from the subsequent 
proposals that the OMB made and the ones that you say you 
are going t9 make? 

MR. SEIDMAN: They are the President's budgets. 

Q They would be 17.1 billion higher if you don't 
get any of that? 

MR. SEIDMAN: That is right, you would have a 

$360 billion expenditure. The speech points that out 

specifically. 
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Q Seventeen would get you to 366? 

liRe SEIDMAN: Well,about that. 

" . Q The President is asking standby authority 
for gas rationing, among other things? 

MR. SEIDMAN: Yes. 

Q Why didn't he mention that in the State of 
the Union Message? 

MR. SEIDMAN: Because there has to be some 
limitation on the many, many things he is doing in both the 
economic .~nq. .~:mergy area, and in good conscience, we thought 
maybe wei:sho.1).~ran' t subject people to the total load, as they 
say.' 

Q Why is he suggesting rationing completely? 

MR. SEIDMAN: No, he has not. The ratiqning is 
there in the event of an embargo. That is the reason, and 
he says that. 

, MR. ZARB: Let me add to that •. He. ·did address the .,. ... .. .' . ..- -'

ratl.onl.ng questl.on l.n .hl.s.speech. He sal.d that he looked 
at rationing,it didn't achieve the desired results and it 
had inequity and residual results that he just thought were 
unacceptable. 

MR. NESSEN: The thing about the stan4by on the 
rationing bill, that is a whole little package to deal 
with emergencies like a new embargo. And I think he 
mentioned in general terms that he was going to ask for 
steps to deal with a new embargo. It is not to. deal with 
the day-to-day or year-to-year problem of cutting down on 
imports. It will deal with an emergency. . 

Thank you •. 

Everybody here will be available and their staffs 
will be available and my office will be to help you in further 
ways. 

END (AT 10:13 A.M. EST) 
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